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Abstract

In this paper we summarize the experiences gained from a field
trial of a speaker verification system. In the test implementation
access to two rooms at the University of Frankfurt had been con-
trolled by a speaker verification system. The paper is organized
as follows: Firstly, we will describe the system concepts and
implementation issues. Secondly, results of the user evaluation
are reported. During the field trial all speech data was recorded.
The data base created in this way has been used extensively for
simulation experiments. In chapter 4 we will describe recent
experiments focusing on the use of Hidden Markov Models.

1. Introduction
In a speaker verification system, an identity claim is made by an
unknown speaker. An utterance of this speaker and a model of
the speaker whose identity is claimed is compared. If the model
and the utterance match well the claim is accepted otherwise it
is rejected. Thus, two classes of errors can occur in a speaker
verification system: false acceptances and false rejections. The
Equal Error Rate (EER) is often used as a performance mea-
sure of a verification system and results if the system parame-
ters are adjusted in such a way that the two kinds of errors are
equal. To model a speaker, reference utterances of this speaker
are recorded in an enrollment session. Modelling itself can be
done either in the signal domain using Dynamic Time Warping
(DTW) or with a stochastic model of the speaker using Hidden
Markov Models (HMM).

2. System concept
In a field trial access to two rooms is controlled by the speaker
verification system. Wall mounted telephone sets serve for
speech input. The environment is a long floor with echo
and background noise. The two telephone sets are connected
through a PABX system with a PC. The verification system runs
on this PC. All preproceesing and pattern matching is done on
a build-in DSP board.

A text dependent verification procedure is used and the
DTW algorithm is applied to compare the test utterances with
the stored references. The vocabulary consists of a fixed set
of 8 German words (Table 1). The enrollment of a new user
is initiated by a system administrator at the control PC. Then,
the new user is prompted to repeat the 8 words. Three utter-
ances from each word are recorded. During recording the con-
sistency of the utterances is checked. If e.g. one utterances has
a very large distance to the other two references, this utterance
is discarded and prompted again. Finally, the thresholds for the
words are calculated. Both the distances within the new refer-

ences and distances between the new references and references
from a fixed set of speakers are used. Furthermore, the systems
requires an identification for the user. As we wanted to build
the system completely on speech dialogues we implemented a
speaker identification. For this purpose, each user records dur-
ing the enrollment an identification word. We recommended to
use the own name, but users were free to choose a other word.

In order to gain access the user then first speaks his or her
identification word. If this word is matched with sufficiently
low score to one of the registered users, the verification process
is started for this user. The system then prompts the 8 words in
random order. After at least two successes, i.e. utterances with a
distance score below a threshold, the user is accepted. The last
accepted utterance replaces then one of the stored references
and the corresponding threshold is recaluated in order to adapt
the system to the speaker. Details of the verification criteria
such as the number of words allowed or the number of required
matches can be specified globally in a configuration file. In this
way a very flexible adjustment of the security level is provided
[1].

3. System evaluation
In summary, more then 20 users were involved in the field trial.
The system was in use for 2 years. During operation, all ac-
cesses were recorded. Both, speech recordings and protocol
information were stored. Analysis of the protocol information
already yielded important insight into the system behavior [2].
For example, details such as the number of required utterances
and the average time for access were analyzed.

In most cases the correct users are verified with the first
two or three utterances (Figure 1). Only in rare cases the user
was accepted after 8 words. Generally, the flexible strategy of
N hits out ofM trials is very robust. In particular, the over-
all verification is still possible even if some utterances fail e.g.
due to strong background noise. It should be noted, however,
that proper monitoring of the references has a crucial impact on
the system performance. In particular failures during the enroll-
ment can result in words that are no longer useful for the verifi-

Table 1: Vocabulary of the system

MOSEL DONAU

MÜNCHEN BERLIN

NORD SÜD

BIER WEIN
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Figure 1:Number A of words required for successful access
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Figure 2:Duration t of successful accesses

cation process. Although we had implemented a consistency
check in the enrollment as described above we found some
cases of failures in the recordings of the references. As our
build-in update procedure is based on accepted utterances only,
such corrupted references never are updated automatically. The
overall verification strategy compensates for such effects but the
user has the disadvantage of longer access time.

The speaker identification through the individual password
proved very reliable. Only very few identification errors were
observed. We found, however, that the score information from
the identification was not very useful for the verification pro-
cess. Therefore, we used at this step a fairly high threshold
value, allowing a higher number of false acceptances but avoid-
ing a significant amount of false rejections.

A questionnaire was used to get feedback from the users. In
general the acceptance of the system was high and the security
was considered as good. The main disadvantage from the user
point of view was the long duration of the verification process.
Experienced users found some of the prompts too long or even
unnecessary. Therefore, we optimized the system for fast access
process. For example we introduced a so-called expert mode
with very short prompts. After a given number of successful
accesses a user obtained automatically the expert status.

4. Speech Database
The speech data recorded during operation of the field trail was
labeled and used as database for a number of simulation ex-
periments. Experiments included both DTW and HMM based
approaches [3]. More sophisticated decision strategies based on
Support Vector Machines using an 18 dimensional DTW-score
can be found in [4] and [5] .

In the following section we will focus on some new results

on initialisation and training strategies for HMM. The database
for the HMM training consists of two different sets of data. Ta-
ble 2 shows the attributes of the database. The IAP data set

Table 2:Database used for simulation experiments

Data set Number Number unau- autho-
of of thorized rized

speakers reference claims claims
utterances

IAP 13 3 43572 3631
Simdat 27 3 95472 3672

resulted of the field trial described in 2. Only speakers with
more than 10 utterances per word were incorporated in the data
set IAP. Thus, from the 20 enrolled speakers 13 remained in the
database.

The Simdat data set was created in a supervised session
and a different acoustical environment. The vocabulary used is
equal to the one of data set IAP. For each speaker 20 repetitions
of the eight words were recorded in a single session. Simdat as
well as IAP are both limited to telephone bandwith. The unau-
thorized claims were produced synthetically using the data of
the access claims of the other speakers. Thus, a high number of
unauthorized access claims results.

4.1. Simulation Experiments

The simulation experiments focus on differences in the training
procedure of the speaker specific models. Speaker independent
world models for each word were trained beforehand. These
models were used for score normalisation and as initial models
for a Baum Welch reestimation of the speaker specific models.
To train the world models we used for IAP data set the utter-
ances of those speakers not fulfilling the minimum number of
10 utterances per word and thus were not incorporated in the
database. For Simdat data set we used those speakers which
were not as well IAP speakers. The EER for a single word ut-
terance is always measured on the base of a normalised score as
described in 4.5.

4.2. Influence of Feature Types

We compared the different feature types mel frequency cepstral
features (MFCC) and linear predictive cepstral features (LPC)
each of dimension 14. Additionally, a normalised energy (-E)
term as well as first order deltas (-D) and second order deltas
(-A) were used. For MFCC alternatively to the energy the 0th
cepstral coefficient (-0) was used. In some configurations the
absolute energy term is suppresed (-N) keeping only delta en-
ergy or second order delta energy. As can be seen in Table 3
using a 1 state HMM with 8 mixtures the best performance is
achieved with LPC-E-D-A and LPC-E-D-A-N features. Nearly
an equivalent performance is provided using MFCC-E-D-A fea-
tures. Obviously the absolute 0th MFCC coefficient is of no im-
portance for the verification task. Comparing the feature types
MFCC-E-D(-A) and MFCC-0-D(-A) with the types MFCC-E-
D(-A)-N and MFCC-0-D(-A)-N it can be seen that delta and
delta delta of the 0th MFCC coefficient contributes as much to
the performance as delta and delta delta of the absolute energy.

4.3. Initialisation and Training of HMM

As a first strategy the variances, means and weights of the mix-
tures of the speaker specific models were trained as well as the
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Table 3:EER in dependency of feature type for data set IAP

Feature Dimension EER[%]
LPC 14 11,56
LPC-E 15 11,68
LPC-D 28 9,29
LPC-E-D 30 9,28
LPC-E-D-N 29 9,43
LPC-D-A 44 9,24
LPC-E-D-A 45 8,91
LPC-E-D-A-N 44 8,97
MFCC 14 11.22
MFCC-E 15 10,94
MFCC-0 15 12.55
MFCC-D 28 10,33
MFCC-E-D 30 9,40
MFCC-0-D 30 10,15
MFCC-E-D-N 29 9,77
MFCC-0-D-N 29 9,82
MFCC-D-A 42 10,05
MFCC-E-D-A 45 9,36
MFCC-0-D-A 45 9,86
MFCC-E-D-A-N 44 9,77
MFCC-0-D-A-N 44 9,69

state transition probabilities. Figure 3 shows the EER for dif-
ferent configurations regarding number of states and number of
mixtures for the data set IAP and LPC features of dimension
14. The one state HMM is also refered as GMM. Due to the
sparse training data the risk of over-training the parameters is
high. Especially the variance parameters suffer from overfit-
ting. Therefore, variance flooring was applied here.
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Figure 3: EER in dependency of total number of mixtures for
the data set IAP

First one can notice that the lowest EER is achieved using
only one single state and 8 mixtures. The relatively high EER
on the data set IAP is due to the high variations in the utterances
recorded over 2 years. The performance achieved on this data
set obtained under ”realistic” conditions with background noise
is not comparable to a verification in a simulated environment.

With the data set Simdat the same behaviour was found,
allthough the EER is significant lower (Figure 4).
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Figure 4: EER in dependency of total number of mixtures for
the data set Simdat

4.4. Fixed Variance Training

In Figure 5 the result of a training procedure where variances
were copied from the speaker independent word model and kept
fix is shown. Training of the means and weights of the mixtures
was applied and LPC-E-D-A-N features were used. As can be
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Figure 5: EER in dependency of total number of mixtures for
data set IAP and training with fixed variances

seen, the performance is not influenced by the number of states
chosen in the model. If a minimum total number of mixtures
(20-25) is provided, an EER of about 7.8% is achieved. If the
number of references is increased to 6 the EER decreases to
5.5%.

4.5. Score Normalisation

Based on the scoreS(O;mi) depending on the utteranceO of
the speaker and the modelmi of the claimed speaker a deci-
sion regarding acceptance or rejection of the claimed identity is
made. The log likelihood resulting of the HMM is very much
influenced by variations such as speech quality and vocal char-
acteristics. Thus the log likelihood has to be normalised to pro-
vide a more stable scoreS.

Using cohort speakers for normalisation the log likelihood
scorelog p(Ojmi) of the claimed speaker modelmi is nor-
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malised using a set of most competitive speaker modelsmj

S(O;mi) = log p(Ojmi)�
1

N

NX

j=1

log p(Ojmj): (1)

A parameter of cohort normalisation is the numberN of cohort
speakers used. For a cohort size ofN = 1 eq. (1) is equal to

S(O;mi) = log p(Ojmi)�max
j 6=i

log p(Ojmj): (2)

For the world-model normalisation the log likelihood of the
speaker independent world modelw is subtracted from the
model of the claimed speakermi

S(O;mi) = log p(Ojmi)� log p(Ojw): (3)

Figure 6 shows the EER in dependency of the normalisation
method applied.
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Figure 6:EER in dependency of normalisation method for data
taken from different acoustical environment

Clearly, a normalisation with world models outperforms co-
hort normalisation for all values ofN . Thus, in all experiments
a world normalisation was used.

4.6. Influence of acoustic environment

In a real world application the acoustical environment often dif-
fers of the one the system was originally designed for. This is
crucial because speech data recorded in the new environment is
not availaible to build speaker independent models. To simulate
this case we used the Simdat data set to build speaker indepen-
dent models.

To separate the influence of initialisation and normalisation
process we used in a first experiment the Simdat models only
for initalisation. This is shown as curve ”Init: Simdat” in Fig-
ure 7. Using this initialisation an EER of about 8.7% is achieved
which is nearly 1 percent point worse compared to an initialisa-
tion with IAP models (curve ”Init+Norm:IAP”). Next we used
the Simdat models for initialisation as well as for normalisation.
Here an EER of about 9.3% is achieved. This is an increase of
about 1.5 percent points compared to initialisation and normal-
isation with IAP models.
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Figure 7:EER in dependency of number of mixtures

5. Conclusion
The experiences of a 2 year field trial with a DTW based speaker
verification system were described in this paper.

Further, based on the speech data recorded in the field trial,
the performance of HMMs in speaker verification was evalu-
ated. The system performance regarding initialisation of mod-
els, type of features, acoustic environment and HMM parame-
ters was measured. It was shown that initialisation and normali-
sation with speaker independent world models and a single state
HMM leads to lowest EER. Furthermore it was found that the
acoustic environment of initialsation and normalisation models
has significant impact on the system performance.
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